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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system and method for modeling, controlling and analyz-
ing electrical grids for use by control room operators and 
automatic control provides a multi-dimensional, multi-layer 
cellular computational network (CCN) comprising an infor-
mation layer; a knowledge layer; a decision-making layer; 
and an action layer; wherein each said layer of said CCN 
represents one of a variable in an electric power system. 
Situational awareness/situational intelligence is provided 
therefrom so that the operators and grid control systems can 
make the correct decision and take informed actions under 
difficult circumstances to maintain a high degree of grid 
integrity and reliability by analyzing multiple variables 
within a volume of time and space to provide an under-
standing of their meaning and predict their states in the near 
future where these multiple variables can have different 
timescales. 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS / SITUATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR ANALYZING, MONITORING, 
PREDICTING AND CONTROLLING 
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS 
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
This invention was made with government support under 
grants #1238097, #1231820, #1232070, #1312260, and 
#1408141 awarded by The National Science Foundation. 
The government has certain rights in the invention. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The invention relates to an electrical grid monitoring, 
prediction, analysis, and control system and, more particu-
larly, to an improved system and method for grid control 
using a multi-dimensional multi-layered cellular computa-
tional network (CCN) to provide a situational awareness 
(SA)/situational intelligence (SI) framework. CCNs can 
model/replicate complex dynamical systems, and thus can 
be rich in dynamics. The invention uses this SA/SI frame-
work to provide a perception of environmental elements 
within a volume of time and space, an understanding of their 
meaning, and an estimation of their current states and 
prediction in the near future. 
Situational awareness is critical and important to control 
center/room operators for secure, reliable and efficient 
power system and smart grid operation. Despite the impor-
tance of analytical methods, continuous data sense-making 
is critical for ensuring the stability and security of the power 
system. SA/SI systems provide an understanding of the 
spatial and temporal dynamics of an interconnected and 
geographical distributed power system. 
Current grid control predictive systems are slow to react 
and often fail to take all-important variables into account 
when modeling specific actions or outcomes. Data is pro-
vided from a multitude of sources in real-time or at near-
real-time speeds. The problem is not generally the amount of 
data available to operators. The problem is more often how 
that data is analyzed and used to inform operators. In other 
words, more data and/or information does not necessarily 
matter in critical operations. What is important is that the 
data is properly analyzed and prioritized to provide useful 
information, knowledge and understanding of critical issues 
(circumstances/conditions) to the operator in a respective 
time and space (network region). 
It is also critical that the operator have a full understand-
ing of the electric grid's connectivity with neighboring 
systems at a given time and space because the grid, at least 
in the United States, is a highly interconnected system. This 
means that the dynamics of each part of the grid are spatially 
and temporally connected/coupled. 
2 
8. Can or should the action be immediately implemented 
or can it wait? 
9. Has the problem been addressed? 
10. Is there any follow up action needed? 
5 Answers to these questions can only be achieved with 
greater awareness and intelligence, respectively, in control 
rooms and control centers. Field data must be converted to 
information and knowledge, then routed to appropriate 
control centers and operators. Again, the problem is not data 
10 acquisition because current supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) systems are able to receive data at fast 
rates (typically 4 to 5 seconds). The problem is big data 
analytics for smart grid where there is high volume of 
different types (voltages, active and reactive powers, speed 
15 deviations of generators, frequency, etc.) of data streaming 
at very fast speed (from phasor measurement units (PMUs) 
at 30 Hz to 120 Hz). The problem is how that big data is 
processed in real-time, or even faster than real-time, to 
inform the operator, especially of near-future-state predic-
20 tions and projections, also known as situational intelligence, 
to take appropriate secure, reliable and efficient actions. An 
SA/SI system and method, properly implemented, would 
have the ability to address these issues. In other words, the 
actionable information is critical to understand future con-
25 trol states for the system. The invention does this by helping 
operators to understand these states creating a predictive 
state model for individual electrical devices and the electri-
cal grid overall. 
What is needed is a system that can address these con-
30 cerns and questions in a holistic manner, keeping in context 
the fact that local regions of the grid are viewed microscopi-
cally, while the grid overall is viewed macroscopically. The 
system must provide SA/SI for operators in control rooms 
and control centers so that the operators can make the correct 
35 decision under difficult circumstances to maintain a high 
degree of grid integrity and reliability. 
What is needed is a system that can use SA/SI to properly 
analyze multiple system and control state variables within a 
volume of time and space to provide an understanding of 
40 their meaning and predict their states in the near future 
where these multiple variables can have different timescales. 
What is also needed is a system that can integrate his-
torical and real-time data to implement near-future SA and 
SI, where intelligence (near-future) is a function of history, 
45 current state, and predicted state. Such a system should be 
able to predict security and stability limits such as, but not 
limited to, real-time operating conditions, dynamic models, 
forecast load, forecast generation, and contingency analyses. 
What is further needed is a system that provides advanced 
50 visualization to integrate all applications as well as topology 
updates and geographical influences. These visualizations 
should be in real-time or even "faster than real-time" to 
provide situational awareness and situational intelligence of 
Typically, when a disturbance in the grid occurs, the 55 
system operator in the control center of an electricity utility 
power system operations in advance within a virtual power 
system. 
is thinking one or more of the following thoughts and 
looking for immediate answers to inform his/her next 
action(s). 
1. Have I received a new alert? 
2. Is any system limit in violation? 
3. If so, how bad is the violation? 
4. Where is the problem location? 
5. What is the cause? 
6. Is there any possible immediate corrective or mitigative 
action? 
7. If yes, what is that action? 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The foregoing objects have been achieved in the present 
60 invention, whereby the present invention overcomes the 
above identified and other deficiencies in conventional grid 
operation systems and methods and in grid analysis and 
control systems. 
The system provides SA/SI for operators in control rooms 
65 and control centers so that the operators can make the correct 
decision under difficult circumstances to maintain a high 
degree of grid integrity and reliability. 
US 9,778,629 B2 
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The system provides SA/SI for operators in control rooms 
and control centers so that the operators can make the correct 
decision under difficult circumstances to maintain a high 
degree of grid integrity and reliability. Moreover, the system 
provides answers to operators in a holistic manner, keeping 5 
in context the fact that local regions of the grid are viewed 
microscopically, while the grid overall is viewed macro-
scopically. 
The system also provides SA/SI to properly analyze 
multiple variables within a volume of time and space to 10 
provide an understanding of their meaning and predict their 
states in the near future where these multiple variables can 
have different timescales. 
4 
from sensors such as phasor measurement units. It can also 
be used to create real-time indicators and predictive security 
indicators. 
The invention further comprises a method of controlling 
an electrical grid in a situational awareness/situational intel-
ligence framework comprising the steps of: receiving con-
trol state information from at least one of a multiplicity of 
electrical devices disposed within an electrical grid; analyz-
ing said control state information in said controller using an 
multi-dimensional, multi-layer CCN disposed within said 
controller comprising: an information layer; a knowledge 
layer; a decision-making layer; and an action layer; wherein 
each said layer of said CCN represents one of a control state 
variable of a multiplicity of control state variables in said The system further provides a means to integrate histori-
cal and real-time data to implement near-future SA and SI, 
where intelligence (near-future) is a function of history, 
current status, and predictions. The system is able to predict 
security and stability limits such as, but not limited to, 
real-time operating conditions, dynamic models, forecast 
load, forecast generation, and contingency analyses. 
15 electric grid; and creating a predicted control state for at 
least one of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
This method may also include the step of creating a 
predicted state model to indicate the future state of said one 
or more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. It may also 
The system also provides advanced visualization to inte-
grate all applications as well as topology updates and 
geographical influences. These visualizations should be in 
real-time or even "faster than real-time" to provide situ-
ational awareness of power system operations in advance 
within a virtual power system. 
20 include the step of creating a predicted state model to 
indicate the future state of the electrical grid. It may also 
include the step of creating a recommended action for use in 
selecting a course of action for future control of the electrical 
grid. It may also include the step of sending updated control 
The system provides improved modeling and decision 
making in an electrical grid control system comprising a 
multi-dimensional multi-layer CCN comprising an informa-
tion layer; a knowledge layer; a decision-making layer; and 
an action layer; wherein each said layer of said CCN 
represents one of a variable in an electric power system. 
25 state information to one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices for the purpose of causing a change in the 
state of said one or more of said multiplicity of electrical 
devices. And it may also include the step of lowering the 
number of phasor measurement units disposed within the 
30 electrical grid without degrading said controller's ability to 
provide full observability of the electrical grid. It may also 
include the step of creating virtual phasor measurement units 
with the standard and advanced data/information capabili-
ties. 
More specifically, the system provides an electrical grid 
monitoring, predictive monitoring, and control system com-
prising: a controller in electrical communication with a 35 
multiplicity of electrical devices in an electric grid, wherein 
said controller receives control state data from each electri-
cal device of said multiplicity of electrical devices indicating 
a current state of each said electrical device; a multi-
dimensional, multi-layer CCN disposed within said control- 40 
!er comprising: an information layer; a knowledge layer; a 
decision-making layer; and an action layer; wherein each 
said layer of said CCN represents one of a multiplicity of 
control state variables in the electric grid; wherein said 
controller analyzes said multiplicity of control state data 45 
then determines a current control state and a predicted 
control state for one or more of said multiplicity of electrical 
devices. 
The system is also capable creating a current control state 
model and a predicted control state model to indicate the 50 
current state and predicted future state of said one or more 
of said multiplicity of electrical devices. The system is 
further capable of creating a current control state model and 
a predicted control state model to indicate the current state 
and predicted future state of said electrical grid. The system 55 
may also indicate a recommended action defining a course 
of action for future control of said electrical grid and 
transmit that control information based upon said recom-
mended action to one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices thereby causing a change in the state of 60 
said one or more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
One embodiment of the system can calculate a stress of 
said electrical grid. The stress can then be used to calculate 
a predicted state model to indicate a predicted future state of 
said electrical grid. It can also be used as a dynamic 65 
predictive state estimation model to allow for improved 
detection, identification and removal of bad measurements 
The invention further comprises an electrical grid moni-
toring and control system containing a situational aware-
ness/situational intelligence framework comprising: a con-
troller in electrical communication with a multiplicity of 
electrical devices in an electrical grid, wherein said control-
ler receives control state information from at least one 
electrical device in said multiplicity of electrical devices 
indicating a current state of said at least one electrical 
device; a multi-dimensional, multi-layer CCN disposed 
within said controller comprising: an information layer; a 
knowledge layer; a decision-making layer; and an action 
layer; wherein each said layer of said CCN represents one of 
a control state variable of a multiplicity of control state 
variables in said electric grid; and wherein each said layer is 
further comprised of a multiplicity of cells each containing 
computational algorithms capable of cognitive learning to 
create a control state model by receiving cellular control 
state information from another cell; and wherein said con-
troller analyzes said control state information and said 
cognitive learning within one or more of said multiplicity of 
cells, then determines a current control state and a predicted 
control state for one or more of said multiplicity of electrical 
devices. 
The system of this embodiment may also comprise a CCN 
capable of coupling one or more of said layers to create a 
predicted state model to indicate said predicted control state 
of said one or more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
The CCN is also capable of coupling one or more of said 
layers to create a predicted state model to indicate said 
predicted control state of said electrical grid. 
The controller may also calculate the stress of the elec-
trical grid to create a current state model and a predicted 
state model to indicate said current control state and said 
US 9,778,629 B2 
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predicted control state of said electrical grid, wherein said 
electrical grid comprises renewable generation devices. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a method of using an 
embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a pictographic representation of an N-dimen-
sional, D-layer CCN as used in an embodiment of the 
invention. 
FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of data flow in a CCN 
as used in an embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 4 is a pictographic representation of 4 layers in a 
CCN as used in an embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. Sa is a schematic of an electrical power system as 
used in an embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. Sb is a schematic of an electrical power system that 
can be modeled and controlled by a CCN as used in an 
embodiment of the invention. 
6 
making may involve making the near-future state model 
available to control room operators to improve their deci-
sion-making, or using that information to make changes 
automatically in the electrical grid. It could also involve 
5 making recommendations or providing guidelines for sys-
tem operators and automatic control systems. In all events, 
actions are generally taken thereafter in step 112 to cause a 
change in the state of one or more electrical devices in the 
electrical grid. This change in state may involve, among 
10 other things, opening or closing a switch, increasing or 
decreasing output in a generation device, or altering the real-
or active-power output of control devices in the grid. 
The above system and method is explained in further 
15 
detail with reference to FIG. 2. An embodiment of the 
invention comprises a grid operation system and controller 
that provides a SA/SI framework in an N-dimensional, 
D-layered CCN (CCN), also sometimes known as a multi-
dimensional, multi-layered cellular neural network, when 
FIG. 6 is a 9-dimensional CCN layer representing the 20 
various control state information associated with multiple 
electrical devices in an electrical power system that can be 
modeled and controlled by a CCN as used in an embodiment 
the cells contain neural networks. Within the CCN, each 
layer represents one variable of the power system, e.g., 
voltage at a bus. A preferred embodiment of the invention 
comprises different layers of the CCN for SA/SI in the form 
of at least information layers, knowledge layers, decision-of the invention. 
FIG. 7 is a 4-dimensional cellular computational 1 net-
work layer representing the various control state information 
associated with 4 electrical generators in an electrical power 
system that can be modeled and controlled in a CCN as used 
in an embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 8 is a chart of modeling data output from an 
embodiment of the invention indicating actual and predicted 
control state information, where predicted control state 
information for this embodiment is approximately 100 ms 
ahead of actual. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
The invention is perhaps better understood with reference 
to the attached drawings. An SA/SI system and method, 
properly implemented, would have the ability to address the 
above deficiencies in the prior art as further illustrated in 
FIG. 1, which illustrates how SA/SI arrives at actionable 
information and ensures that a power system is operating in 
a secure, reliable and efficient control state. Flow chart 100 
provides an overview of the process. 
A multiplicity of electrical devices disposed within an 
electrical grid feed control state information at 102. Each 
electrical device in the electrical grid is equipped with some 
form of measurement unit capable of monitoring the state of 
the electrical device and delivering such control state infor-
mation back to a controller, so the control state information 
typically comes from monitoring and measuring units such 
as PMUs, SCADA, AMI, etc. 
Situational awareness begins at step 104 where a control-
ler receives/perceives the real-time control state/system state 
information. The controller then begins to analyze the real-
time information at 106, wherein a real-time (current) con-
trol state model may be created. The combination of steps 
104 and 106 provide situational awareness (SA) for the 
system. The controller goes further at step 108 when it 
creates a predicted control state model to predict future and 
near-future states of the electrical grid and the electrical 
devices contained therein. This step 108 comprises the 
situational intelligence (SI) element of the system. 
Once SA/SI is established, the above information is 
available for decision making at step 110. Such decision-
25 making layers, and action layers. This approach provides a 
modular, parallel, and scalable solution to achieve the fore-
going objectives as shown in FIG. 2 in an N-dimensional, 
D-layered CCN 200. 
Different types of data ( each a control state) received from 
30 different types of measurement units 202 (also sometimes 
called sensors), such as phasor measurement units (PMUs), 
in various electrical devices found in the electrical grid, are 
used as inputs to the SA/SI system. CCN 200 provides a 
scalable technology to allow integration of these different 
35 types of data and information to infer and predict new 
information for knowledge retrieval. Layers may comprise 
data 204, information 206, and knowledge 208, as well as 
D-layers 210, 212, 214, 216, and 218 which represent 
various electrical grid variables from 1 to D, such as speed 
40 deviations, frequency, and bus voltages. 
The combination of layers form a cellular network com-
prised of individual cells, where each cell is connected 
within the network so as to provide feedback and cognitive 
learning. CCN 200 is illustrated with multiple D-layers each 
45 consisting of 3x3 groups of cells, so that CCN 200 is 
illustrated as 9-dimensional (see also FIG. 6 for more on this 
concept). Cells 220, 222, and 224, for example, are inte-
grated through interconnections 226, 228, and 230. 
CCN 200 provides a modular approach to allow intelli-
50 gent sense-making, decision-making, and adaptive (control) 
layers to be added and integrated. Inputs and outputs from 
CCN 200 are nearly infinite and may comprise the illustrated 
modes of oscillation, transient stability margins, voltage 
stability margins, load shredding index, network system 
55 security index, power loss, power flows, bus voltages, 
frequency, and speed deviations. 
As further illustrated in FIG. 3, the layers of a CCN 
consist of a real-time wealth of knowledge 302. Here an 
electrical grid is feeding data into the real-time wealth of 
60 knowledge and the adaptation is dispatching signals to the 
grid. This is possible through intelligent sense-making 304, 
which is embedded in the CCN dynamics. Additional layers, 
such as decision-making 306 and adaptation 308, can be 
stacked to the CCN to allow for optimal decisions and 
65 evolution of actionable information. A CCN consisting of all 
such layers may be referred to as a computational system-
thinking machine. 
US 9,778,629 B2 
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In this way the benefits of using an SA/SI approach can 
be seen. A CCN architecture allows for creation and inte-
gration of many applications using synchrophasor or other 
data, and visualization using improved graphical user inter-
face based on phase angle difference and voltage data, phase 
plane, security monitoring, and risk indices. It also allows 
online identification of events by location, time, size, and 
type. Early warning of stability problems usually comes in 
the form of real-time data that is used to assess local and 
system-wide stability. 
In transmissions systems, the invention provides dynamic 
model validation and online modeling of system load. Load 
modeling is accomplished to create virtual real-time loads 
from real-time signal analysis and other inputs. Voltage 
stability assessments are made with synchrophasor data and 
current real-time models. Transmission system "stress" is 
calculated using phase voltage and current phase angles 
along with other inputs. A state estimation model is created 
using the same information, which also allows for improved 
detection of faulty PMU data----often as high as 17%. And 
finally, real-time security indicators (nomograms) can be 
created using all the above data. 
8 
neighboring cells via local interconnection between cells 
(such as 226, 228, or 230) and they learn system changes 
through the information that is passed on. 
The CCN exhibits two types of learning, namely local 
5 learning and global learning. Local learning is in the cells 
and within a neighborhood of cells. Global learning emerges 
via local learning through the active interconnections 
between neighborhoods of cells. Each layer of the CCN 
could be modeled to predict a specific variable of the power 
10 system such as the system bus voltages. 
More specifically, as shown in FIG. 2, each cell in a layer 
of CCN 200 is modeled to represent a specific power system 
component; for example, each cell in voltage prediction 
15 
layer 214 of FIG. 2 (layer 3) represents a bus and estimates/ 
predicts voltage at that particular bus. Spatial dynamics of a 
power system are captured by distribution of cells as each 
cell represents a component, for example a bus, and cells are 
connected in a marmer similar to actual power system 
20 topology or connectivity between the power system com-
ponents. 
Temporal dynamics of the system (components) are cap-
tured depending on the computational algorithm embedded 
in each cell and spatial connectivity between the cells. For 
example, a RNN in a cell, due to its dynamic memory, can 
capture the rotor dynamics of a generator connected to an 
infinite bus/rest of the power system/equivalent equivalent. 
Layers are coupled with each other in specific ways to 
represent coupling that exists in an actual power system. In 
The invention provides the further benefit of allowing for 
reduction of the number of PMUs, or other measurement 
units, to be placed in a transmission network for full 25 
observability. PMUs can be placed for a certain depth of 
unobservability and the unobserved buses can be observed 
using the CCN outputs. For unobserved buses with loads, 
the CCN is capable of estimating the load to provide full 
observability of the network. 30 asynchronous incremental learning, a cell that has for 
example an absolute relative error (ARE) above a prescribed 
threshold will change its weights/parameters to learn/adapt. 
Leaming/adaptation continues until the ARE drops below 
the threshold or a certain termination condition is met. 
The invention is particularly useful in new alternative and 
renewable energy applications, such as wind and solar 
generation. Voltage fluctuation is a primary concern in all 
forms of renewable energy generation, especially with 
regards to power network integration. The invention pro- 35 
vides substantially improved and faster voltage sensitivity 
and small signal analysis, where low frequency oscillations 
and damping rates are estimated/predicted. Improved fore-
casting is achieved to provide a renewable "stress" indicator 
unique to renewable generation plants. The separate stress to 40 
the grid introduced by renewable generation is accounted for 
and then used to create a near-real-time model and forecast. 
An example of the interconnection concept between lay-
ers is depicted in FIG. 4 illustrating a preferred coupling 
between four layers-generator speed deviation 402, volt-
age prediction 404, generator active power output 406, and 
line flows and losses 408-in a CCN performing a step-
ahead prediction. Here, each layer receives a respective set 
of control state inputs 410, 412, 414, and 416 from electrical 
devices in the grid, along with data from interconnections 
418, 420, 422, and 424 between the various layers. In this way, improved demand response can be achieved to 
improve grid stability and reliability. 
More specifically, the CCN provides a framework for 
decentralized asynchronous learning (DAL) in N-dimen-
sions and D-layers, as shown in FIG. 2. These D-layers 
include power system control state variables-such as line 
power flows, generator active powers, speed deviations, and 
bus voltages-to be monitored to achieve a dynamic sto-
chastic optimization (DSO) function in real-time for the 
power system operation. The decentralized nature of the 
framework developed addresses scalability and the high 
speed needed to implement real-time adaptive wide area 
monitoring, also known as situational intelligence, and con-
trol. The decentralized nature of the architecture allows each 
cell to carry out incremental learning at its own pace and 
when required. 
As shown in FIG. 2, a 'cell' (such as 220, 222, or 224) is 
a computational unit performing a specific task. Any kind of 
computational algorithm can be in a cell. This may be, for 
example, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) or recurrent 
generalized neurons (GRNs). There are both cognitive and 
'social' aspects of learning in DAL. Cognitive (within the 
cell) learning takes place when parameters affecting the cell 
are changed and the cell has to update itself to reflect this 
change. This acquired knowledge is then transmitted to 
The invention also exploits the spatial characteristics of a 
45 CCN to map/capture the power system topology one-to-one 
into the CCN structure for each layer. For example, as shown 
alternatively in FIGS. 5(a) and 5(b), the bus voltage layer of 
a 12-bus power system 500 is depicted, where one bus is an 
infinite bus, and the eleven CCN cells marked as Bus 1 to 
50 Bus 11 form CCN layer 214 from FIG. 2. The connections 
to each cell are mirrored from the physical topology of the 
power system 500 so that this approach is scalable to 
any-sized power system. 
In this way an embodiment of the invention allows for 
55 improved forecasting/prediction accuracy of wind farm 
power outputs (real/active and reactive powers), and is 
scalable to a wind farm/park with large number of wind 
turbine units. The topology of the wind farm can be captured 
in CCN layer(s). The spatial and temporal influence of 
60 neighboring wind turbine units on a given unit can be 
captured/modeled resulting in better forecasting accuracies. 
The same is true for solar farms using photovoltaic and other 
solar farm technologies. 
A cellular neural network (CNN) is a special case of CCN, 
65 which is itself a high-dimensional, dynamic nonlinear cir-
cuit/architecture composed of locally coupled, spatially 
recurrent circuit units called cells. The resulting network 
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may have any architecture including, without limitation, 
rectangular, hexagonal, toroidal, spherical, and the like. 
A rectangular CCN 600 with a neighborhood size of 3x3 
is depicted in FIG. 6. This is a single-layer CCN with 9 cells 
(3x3 cells) where each cell has a single output so that the 
CCN has 9-dimensions/outputs overall. In other words, 
example 600 of an N-Dimensional, D-layered CCN is actu-
ally a 9 dimensional, 1 layered CCN. 
Put another way, each similar variable (speed deviations, 
voltages, active and reactive power, or other variables) of a 
component of a power system (generator, bus, FACTS 
device, or other electrical device in the grid) can be modeled 
by one of the nine cells shown in FIG. 6. For example, if the 
output variables of interest ( control state information) of the 
generators (G2, G3 and G4) in FIG. Sa are their speed 
deviations, then FIG. 6 reduces to a CCN layer with 3 cells, 
correspondingly 3 dimensions. The active interconnections 
are traced from the topological connections of the generators 
10 
Each cell in a CCN can be empowered with any compu-
tational algorithm/paradigm desired. It could be simple 
algebraic and/or differential equation, a neuron, or a neural 
network (feedforward, feedback-Elman or Jordan net-
5 works). When the computational unit/engine of each cell is 
different, the CCN is referred to as a non-uniform or 
non-homogeneous CCN. 
Having a generalized neuron, a neural network or an 
equation with coefficients allows for learning/adaptation/ 
10 tuning to take place. This is important for power systems 
with its changing dynamics. The cells can be identical or 
different, and correspondingly the number of parameters to 
be learned in each cell. Usually, with the CCN structure, 
15 
these numbers are small. The computational power require-
ments for each cell are minimal. Thus, scalability is possible. 
Learning in each cell can follow a different rule and can 
in FIG. Sa. Likewise, if the output variables of interest of 
20 
Buses 1 to 11 are the bus voltages, then FIG. 6 becomes FIG. 
S(b). 
happen at different times. If learning takes place using the 
same rule and at the same time, then the CCN follows 
homogeneous synchronous learning mechanism. Otherwise, 
it can heterogeneous and/or asynchronous. 
Typical learning rules for neural networks in cells include 
gradient-descent algorithms, backpropagation, particle 
swarm optimization, mean-variance optimization and 
genetic algorithms. 
If two variables are of interest, for example for the 
generators, the speed deviation (ti.co) and terminal voltage, a 
scalable approach would be to be use two layers, one for 
25 
speed deviation and the other for the terminal voltage (in 
another bus voltage layer). These two layers can be coupled The CCN structure is distributed and thus suitable for 
parallel implementation. Parallel implementation on a num-
ber of processors, perhaps corresponding to the number of 
cells in each CCN layer, caters for fast implementation and 
convergence during learning. The CCN in its entirety can be 
implemented in one location or distributed spatially. 
to each other, as illustrated in FIG. 7, indicating a speed 
deviation layer of a CCN 700 including four generators 
(Gen#l, Gen#2, Gen#3, and Gen#4), receiving inputs 702, 
30 
704, 706, 708, and 710 from within the layer and 712, 714, 
716, 718, and 720 from external layers. 
A typical function modeled by a cell can be represented by 
the following equation: 
Y;,;,w ~f,,w(t,.w;,w,/IJ'reJ;,w,t,.w1,w, Vrefi, v) 
where y is the output of the cell, the first two quantities on 
the right hand side of the equation are of the component 
(ti.co,"" ti.Pre f, w), the third quantity is the same variable 
(ti.co;°') of a different component in the same layer of the 
CCN, and the last quantity is a different variable from a 
different layer needed to capture the coupled dynamics in the 
system. For example, the effects of the terminal voltage on 
the speed deviation are captured through the feedback 
excitation system reference (VrefI v)-
Building the different layers i~ a CCN like this with 
coupling in essence models the differential algebraic equa-
tions used in modeling power system dynamics. The differ-
ential equations model the generator dynamics. The alge-
braic equations model the network dynamics. For a small 
power system, the cells can also have two or more outputs, 
one for each variable. The performance may degrade based 
on the number of outputs and complexity of the system. 
One of the functions of the state estimators in control 
centers is to update the topology of the system every few 
seconds, the CCN can automatically implement this based 
on its active learning from measurements. The active inter-
connection between the cells has a unit delay, or time-step 
delay. This may also be replaced by a time calculated based 
on the time it takes for electrons to flow from one cell to the 
other. In other words, proportional to transmission line 
distance. In addition, the influence of the output of a cell 
connected to other cells can be modulated/weighted. Though 
interconnections may exist between some cells their influ-
ence on each other may be less influential on each other's 
dynamics, and vice versa. The influence and time delays can 
be learned for a given system. 
The basic features of a cell in a CCN are its ability to 
compute, learn and compute. The cells can learn on data to 
35 
estimate or predict the target variables. The estimation can 
be time, represented as t. The prediction can be at time 
t+nli.T, where li.T is the sample time and n is the number of 
time steps, ranging from 0 (estimation), 1, 2, ... , m, ... k. 
li.T may be different for different power system variables. 
40 The ability to push k to greater values and still get good 
predictions depends on the computational paradigm used in 
each cell. For multiple values of li.T and n, recurrent neural 
networks are preferred. 
Several CCN layers can be created to estimate/predict 
45 different power system variables (speed deviation, voltages, 
power flows, etc.). This is referred to as the information 
layer. Based on the information layer, transient stability 
margin, voltage stability load index, and other indexes can 
be computed or learned for a given system. This layer 
50 provides knowledge of the system status. The information 
and knowledge layers can yield outputs at time t or at time 
t+nli.T. 
FIG. 8 shows typical results for power system 500 of FIG. 
Sa, modeling Bus 5 voltage 802 and Bus 6 voltage 804 (two 
55 different independent CCN layers). Here the predictions are 
carried out for bus voltages and speed deviations of genera-
tors at time t+l00 ms, as shown in FIG. 8 illustrating 
prediction results one-time step ahead (100 ms). Other 
embodiments of the invention could predict well beyond 100 
60 ms ahead depending upon the criteria used as set forth 
herein. 
When CCN layers provide outputs at t, situational aware-
ness is created/born/provided. When CCN layers provide 
outputs at t+nli.T, situational intelligence emerges. For situ-
65 ational intelligence to emerge, state variables plus control 
variables have to be predicted. Control variables can be 
either fixed or assumed to adapt based on some known 
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adaptation rule. It is important to foresee the effects of the 
predicted variables on the controller parameters and its 
response. 
One or more layers (not shown in FIG. 2) can model the 
controllers ( could be adaptive/optimal). This is referred to as 5 
the action layer of the CCN. 
Put another way, situational intelligence is derived from a 
virtual power system operation by the CCN began at time t 
(based on measurements at time t) into a future time t+nli.T. 
Situational intelligence is derived by the CCN's ability to 10 
dream/foresee/project into a sequence of operations happen-
ing up to a time t+nli.T. This is possible when the CCN is 
implemented on a high performance-computing platform. 
In other words, having a foresight of the system/control 
outputs from time t to time t+nli.T happens in a time period 15 
less than ti. T. Thus it is possible to carry out contingency 
analysis for power systems using a CCN to evaluate its 
security and stability. Because of the prediction capabilities, 
12 
wherein said final predicted control state is derived from 
a combination of said current control state and one or 
more interim predicted control states; and 
wherein said controller automatically changes said cur-
rent state of said one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices based on the final predicted control 
state. 
2. The electrical grid control system of claim 1 wherein 
said controller creates a current control state model and a 
final predicted control state model to indicate the current 
state and final predicted future state of said one or more of 
said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
3. The electrical grid control system of claim 1 wherein 
said controller creates a current control state model and a 
final predicted control state model to indicate the current 
state and final predicted future state of said electrical grid. 
4. The electrical grid control system of claim 1 wherein 
said controller indicates a recommended action defining a 
course of action for future control of said electrical grid. 
5. The electrical grid control system of claim 4 wherein 
said controller transmits control information based upon said 
recommended action to one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices thereby causing a change in the state of 
it is possible to have fewer PMUs in the physical power 
system and substitute the cells of the CCN as virtual PMUs. 20 
The outputs of the different CCN layers (information, 
knowledge, action and other layers) can be visualized using 
commercially available control center visualization tools. 
The resulting effect is full observability of a power system 
that had otherwise a depth or more of unobservability. 25 said one or more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
6. The electrical grid control system of claim 1 wherein 
said controller calculates a stress of said electrical grid. 
These illustrated examples are offered by way of illustra-
tion of the invention's versatility and not meant to limit the 
invention in any way. The present invention may be embod-
ied in other specific forms without departing from its spirit 
of essential characteristics. The described embodiments are 30 
7. The electrical grid control system of claim 6 compris-
ing calculation of a final predicted state model from said 
stress to indicate a final predicted future state of said 
electrical grid. to be considered in all respects only illustrative and not 
restrictive. The scope of the invention is, therefore, indicated 
by the appended claims, rather than by the foregoing 
description. All changes that come within the meaning and 
range of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within 
their scope. 
8. The electrical grid control system of claim 6 wherein 
said system provides a dynamic predictive state estimation 
model to allow for improved detection, identification and 
35 removal of bad measurements. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electrical grid monitoring, predictive monitoring, 
and control system comprising: 
9. The electrical grid control system of claim 6 wherein 
said controller creates real-time indicators and predictive 
security indicators. 
10. The electrical grid control system of claim 1 wherein 
a controller in electrical communication with a multiplic-
ity of electrical devices in an electric grid, wherein said 
controller receives control state data from each electri-
cal device of said multiplicity of electrical devices 
indicating a current state of each said electrical device; 
40 said controller creates an optimal predicted control state 
model from the situational intelligence derived from a 
multiplicity of possible predicted future states of said one or 
more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
a multi-dimensional, multi-layer cellular computational 
network (CCN) disposed within said controller com-
11. A method of controlling an electrical grid in a situ-
45 ational awareness/situational intelligence framework com-
prising the steps of: 
prising: 
an information layer; 
a knowledge layer; 
a decision-making layer; and 
an action layer; 
wherein each said layer of said CCN represents one of 
a multiplicity of control state variables in the electric 
grid; and 
50 
wherein each said layer is further comprised of a 55 
multiplicity of cells each containing computational 
algorithms capable of cognitive learning to create a 
control state model by receiving cellular control state 
information from one or more cells; and 
wherein said controller analyzes said multiplicity of con- 60 
trol state data then determines a current control state, an 
interim predicted control state, and a final predicted 
control state for one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices; 
wherein said interim predicted control state is derived 65 
from predicted measurements associated with said mul-
tiplicity of control state variables in the electric grid; 
receiving control state information from at least one of a 
multiplicity of electrical devices disposed within an 
electrical grid; 
analyzing said control state information in said controller 
using a multi-dimensional, multi-layer cellular compu-
tational network (CCN) disposed within said controller 
comprising: 
an information layer; 
a knowledge layer; 
a decision-making layer; and 
an action layer; 
wherein each said layer of said CCN represents one of 
a control state variable of a multiplicity of control 
state variables in said electric grid; and 
wherein each said layer is further comprised of a 
multiplicity of cells each containing computational 
algorithms capable of cognitive learning to create a 
control state model by receiving cellular control state 
information from one or more cells; and 
creating an interim predicted control state for at least one 
of said multiplicity of electrical devices; 
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creating a final predicted control state for at least one of 
said multiplicity of electrical devices; and 
wherein said controller automatically changes said cur-
rent s!ate of ~aid one or more of said multiplicity of 
electncal devices based on the final predicted control 5 
state. 
12: The method o~ claim 11 further comprising the step of 
creatmg a final predicted state model to indicate the future 
stat~ of said one or more of said multiplicity of electrical 
devices. 
13: The method o~ claim 11 further comprising the step of 
10 
creatmg a final predicted state model to indicate the future 
state of the electrical grid. 
14: The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of 
creat11;1g a recommended action for use in selecting a course 
of act10n for future control of the electrical grid. 
15_. The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of 
sendmg updated control state information to one or more of 
said multiplicity of electrical devices for the purpose of 
causing a change in the state of said one or more of said 
multiplicity of electrical devices. 
16. _The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of 
lowenng the number of phasor measurement units disposed 
within the electrical grid without degrading said controller's 
ability to provide full observability of the electrical grid. 
15 
20 
17: The ~ethod of claim 11 further comprising the step of 25 
creatmg virtual phasor measurement units for use within 
said CCN. 
18. The electrical grid control system of claim 11 wherein 
said controller creates an optimal predicted control state 
model from the situational intelligence derived from a 30 
multiplicity of possible predicted future states of said one or 
more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
an information layer; 
a knowledge layer; 
14 
a decision-making layer; and 
an action layer; 
wherein each said layer of said CCN represents one of 
a control state variable of a multiplicity of control 
state variables in said electric grid; and 
wherein each said layer is further comprised of a 
multiplicity of cells each containing computational 
algorithms capable of cognitive learning to create a 
control state model by receiving cellular control state 
information from another cell; 
wherein said controller analyzes said control state infor-
mation and said cognitive learning within one or more 
of said multiplicity of cells, then determines a current 
control state, an interim predicted control state, and a 
final predicted control state for one or more of said 
multiplicity of electrical devices; and 
wherein said controller automatically changes said cur-
rent state of said one or more of said multiplicity of 
electrical devices based on the final predicted control 
state. 
20. The electrical grid control system of claim 19 wherein 
said CCN is capable of coupling one or more of said layers 
to create a final predicted state model to indicate said final 
predicted control state of said one or more of said multi-
plicity of electrical devices. 
21. The electrical grid control system of claim 19 wherein 
said CCN is capable of coupling one or more of said layers 
to create a final predicted state model to indicate said final 
predicted control state of said electrical grid. 
22. The electrical grid control system of claim 19 wherein 
said controller calculates the stress of the electrical grid to 
19. An electrical grid monitoring and control system 
containing a situational awareness/situational intelligence 
framework comprising: 
a c_ontroller in electrical communication with a multiplic-
ity of electrical devices in an electrical grid, wherein 
said controller receives control state information from 
35 create a current state model and a final predicted state model 
to indicate said current control state and said final predicted 
control state of said electrical grid, wherein said electrical 
grid comprises renewable generation devices. 
at least one electrical device in said multiplicity of 
electrical devices indicating a current state of said at 40 
least one electrical device; 
a multi-dimensional, multi-layer cellular computational 
network (CCN) disposed within said controller com-
prising: 
23. The electrical grid control system of claim 19 wherein 
said controller creates an optimal predicted control state 
model from the situational intelligence derived from a 
multiplicity of possible predicted future states of said one or 
more of said multiplicity of electrical devices. 
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